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◦Do the following questions in your 
World History Journal
◦Draw an example of a primary 
source

◦Draw an example of a secondary 
source

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGFV1P7OL6E


Schedule
◦Objective: I can describe the list the 5 themes of history
◦Notes
◦5 Themes of World History Notes
◦



Themes of World History
◦The Five themes of World History serve as unifying threads 
through which you can examine broader themes throughout 
each period

◦We use the acronym SPICE to remember the themes:
◦Social Structures
◦Political Structures
◦Interactions between humans and the environment; 
◦Cultural 
◦Economic 

◦Civilizations rarely exist in a vacuum. Think of the ‘Big Picture.’



Theme 1: Social Structures
◦How people organize their societies and groups of people
◦World History requires analysis of the processes through which 
social categories  roles and practices were created, maintained 
and transformed





Theme 2: Political Structures
◦How people organize and govern themselves or others
◦Refers to the processes by which hierarchical systems of rule 
have been constructed and maintained and to the conflicts 
generated through those processes





Theme 3: INTERACTION Between 
Humans and the ENVIRONMENT

◦How people and the environment interact 
◦Environmental factors such as rainfall patterns, climate and 
vegetation shaped the methods and exploitation used in 
different regions

◦Environment shaped human societies, but, increasingly, human 
societies also affected the environment





Theme 4: Culture
◦How cultures interact and develop over time
◦Explores the origins, uses, dissemination, and adaptation of ideas, 
beliefs, and knowledge within and between societies





Theme 5: Economics 
◦How societies organize their economies 
◦Surveys the diverse patterns and systems that human societies 
have developed as they exploit their environments to produce, 
distribute, and consume desired goods and services across time 
and space 

◦It stresses major transitions in human economic activity





Sources and Themes Practice
◦Use the internet to help you complete the “5 Themes of 
World History” assignment

◦This can be completed with a partner
◦ You are each completing your own paper

◦Use your notes from yesterday and today to help you 
complete this assignment

◦Turn in to the tray when you are finished


